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The C# Player's Guide (2nd Edition)Starbound Software, 2015

	THIS ISN'T THE EDITION YOU'RE LOOKING FOR! The 3rd edition of this book is now available.


	The C# Player's Guide (2nd Edition) is the ultimate guide for people starting out with C#, whether you are new to programming, or an experienced vet. This guide takes you...
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HPLC Methods for Recently Approved PharmaceuticalsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
An indispensable resource for busy researchers
    Your time is valuable—too valuable to spend hunting through the technical literature in search of the right HPLC assay techniques for your projects. With HPLC Methods for Recently Approved Pharmaceuticals, you'll quickly identify and replicate the ideal...
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2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 20052600 Magazine, 2005
2600: The Hacker Quarterly, Spring 2005

2600: The Hacker Quarterly is a quarterly American publication that specializes in publishing technical information on a variety of subjects including telephone switching systems, Internet protocols and services, as well...
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New York City For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2010

	Explore the city that never sleeps


	From soaring skyscrapers to rumbling subways, power shopping to bargain-hunting, world-renowned restaurants to neighborhood pizzerias, majestic cathedrals to Times Square — New York has it all. Packed with info on must-see attractions like the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State...
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How to Take a ChanceW W Norton, 1964
IF YOU GO fox-hunting will you shoot a fox? Will a fox shoot you?

Could life on earth have begun spontaneously?

How many of an item must a storekeeper stock to be reasonably certain he won't run out?

How far can you trust an opinion poll?

When is insurance a good buy?

What does...
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Communicating Science: A Practical Guide for Engineers and Physical ScientistsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2016

	Read this book before you write your thesis or journal paper! Communicating Science is a textbook and reference on scientific writing oriented primarily at researchers in the physical sciences and engineering. It is written from the perspective of an experienced researcher. It draws on the authors' experience of teaching and working with...
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Building Arduino Projects for the Internet of Things: Experiments with Real-World ApplicationsApress, 2016

	
		Gain a strong foundation of Arduino-based device development, from which you can go in any direction according to your specific development needs and desires. You'll build Arduino-powered devices for everyday use, and then connect those devices to the Internet. 

	
		
			You'll be introduced to the building...
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More than Nature Needs: Language, Mind, and EvolutionHarvard University Press, 2014

	The human mind is an unlikely evolutionary adaptation. How did humans acquire cognitive capacities far more powerful than anything a hunting-and-gathering primate needed to survive? Alfred Russel Wallace, co-founder with Darwin of evolutionary theory, saw humans as "divine exceptions" to natural selection. Darwin thought use of...
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Safe C++: How to avoid common mistakesO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Astute readers such as yourself may be wondering whether the title of this book, Safe
	
		C++, presumes that the C++ programming language is somehow unsafe. Good catch!
	
		That is indeed the presumption. The C++ language allows programmers to make all
	
		kinds of mistakes, such as accessing memory beyond the bounds of an...
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DVD Confidential 2: The Sequel (Consumer)McGraw-Hill, 2003
Unlock the hidden Easter eggs in your favorite DVDs including like hidden bloopers, alternate endings, and video games. Plus, sharpen your movie knowledge with hundreds of sidebars on your favorite films, from Citizen Kane and Casablanca to the Matrix Revisited.     

Your Map to the DVD Easter Egg Hunt of a Lifetime
Love movies?...
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Job Reconnaissance: Using Hacking Skills to Win the Job Hunt GameSyngress Publishing, 2013

	There is considerably more skill in the IT and security communities than is reflected in the jobs people are able to attain. Most people's limiting factor in their ability to get better jobs is not technical skills or even the soft skills necessary to do well in a new job. It is that getting a job is a completely different skill set and...
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Facebook Me! A Guide to Socializing, Sharing, and Promoting on Facebook (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2010

	With more than 500 million active users around the world and still growing steadily, Facebook is more than just another social media site. In the words of author Dave Awl, Facebook is “the new town square”—the place where people gather to discuss the news of the day as well as share what’s going on in their lives. And...
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